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Complex reasoning problems are most clearly and easily specified using logical rules, especially
recursive rules with aggregation such as counts and sums for practical applications. Unfortunately,
the meaning of such rules has been a significant challenge, leading to many different conflicting
semantics.

This extended abstract gives an overview of a unified semantics for recursive rules with ag-
gregation, extending the unified founded semantics and constraint semantics for recursive rules with
negation. The key idea is to support simple expression of the different assumptions underlying differ-
ent semantics, and orthogonally interpret aggregation operations straightforwardly using their simple
usual meaning.

Many computation problems, including complex reasoning problems in particular, are most clearly
and easily specified using logical rules. However, such reasoning problems in practical applications,
especially for large applications and when faced with uncertain situations, require the use of recursive
rules with aggregation such as counts and sums. Unfortunately, even the meaning of such rules has been
challenging and remains a subject with significant complication and disagreement by experts.

As a simple example, consider a single rule for Tom to attend the logic seminar: Tom will attend the
logic seminar if the number of people who will attend it is at least 20. What does the rule mean? If 20
or more other people will attend, then surely Tom will attend. If only 10 others will attend, then Tom
clearly will not attend. What if only 19 other people will attend? Will Tom attend, or not? Although
simple, this example already shows that, when aggregation is used in a recursive rule, the semantics can
be subtle.

Semantics of recursive rules with aggregation has been studied continuously since about 30 years
ago, and intensively in the last several years, especially as they are needed in graph analysis and machine
learning applications. However, the different semantics proposed, e.g., [7, 2], are complex and tricky,
including having some experts changing their own minds about the desired semantics, e.g., [1, 2]. With
such complex semantics, aggregation would be too challenging for non-experts to use correctly.

This extended abstract gives an overview of a simple unified semantics for recursive rules with ag-
gregation, as well as negation and quantification, as described in the full paper [6]. The key idea is to
support simple expression of the different assumptions underlying different semantics, and orthogonally
interpret aggregation operations straightforwardly using their simple usual meaning. The unified seman-
tics is built on and extends the founded semantics and constraint semantics of logical rules with negation
and quantification developed recently by Liu and Stoller [3, 4], which has been used in a new language
to support the power and ease of programming with logical constraints [5].

We applied the unified semantics to a variety of different examples, as described in detail in the
full paper [6], including the longest and most sophisticated ones from dozens of previously studied
examples [2]. For those from previously studied examples, instead of computing answer sets using
naive guesses followed by sophisticated reducts, all of the results can be computed with a simple default
assumption and a simple least fixed-point computation, as is used for formal inductive definitions and for
commonsense reasoning. In all cases, we show that the resulting semantics match the desired semantics.



2 Recursive Rules with Aggregation

Overview of the Unified Semantics. Our simple and unified semantics for rules with aggregation
as well as negation and quantification builds on founded semantics and constraint semantics [3, 4] for
rules with negation and quantification. The founded semantics gives a single 3-valued model (i.e., the
possible truth values of an assertion are true, false, and undefined) from simply a least fixed-point com-
putation, and the constraint semantics gives a set of 2-valued models (i.e., the possible truth values of an
assertion are true and false) from simply constraint solving.

The key insight is that disagreeing complex semantics for rules with aggregation are because of
different underlying assumptions, and these assumptions can be captured using the same simple binary
declarations about predicates as in founded semantics and constraint semantics but generalized to include
the meaning of aggregation.

• First, if there is no aggregation or no potential non-monotonicity—that is, adding new facts used
in the hypotheses of a rule may make the conclusion of a rule from true to false—in recursion,
then the predicate in the conclusion can be declared “certain”.

Being certain means that assertions of the predicate are given true or inferred true by simply fol-
lowing rules whose hypotheses are given or inferred true, and the remaining assertions of the
predicate are false. This is both the founded semantics and constraint semantics.

For the example of Tom attending the logic seminar, there is no potential non-monotonicity; with
this declaration, when given that only 19 others will attend, the hypothesis of the rule is not true,
so the conclusion cannot be inferred. Thus Tom will not attend.

• Regardless of monotonicity, a predicate can be declared “uncertain”. It means that assertions of the
predicate can be given or inferred true or false using what is given, and any remaining assertions
of the predicate are undefined. This is the founded semantics.

If there are undefined assertions from founded semantics, all combinations of true and false values
are checked against the rules as constraints, yielding a set of possible satisfying combinations.
This is the constraint semantics.

• An uncertain predicate can be further declared “complete” or not. Being complete means that all
rules that can conclude assertions of the predicate are given. Thus a new rule, called completion
rule, can be created to infer negative assertions of the predicate when none of the given rules apply.

Being not complete means that negative assertions cannot be inferred using completion rules, and
thus all assertions of the predicate that were not inferred to be true are undefined.

For the example of Tom attending the logic seminar, the completion rule essentially says: Tom
will not attend the logic seminar if the number of people who will attend it is less than 20.

When given that only 19 others will attend, due to the uncertainty of whether Tom will attend,
neither the given rule nor the completion rule will fire. So whether one uses the declaration of
complete or not, there is no way to infer that Tom will attend, or Tom will not attend. So, founded
semantics says it is undefined.

Then constraint semantics tries both for it to be true, and for it to be false; both satisfy the rule, so
there are two models: one that Tom will attend, and one that Tom will not attend.

• Finally, an uncertain complete predicate can be further declared “closed”, meaning that an asser-
tion of the predicate is made false if inferring it to be true requires itself to be true.

For the example of Tom attending the logic seminar, with this declaration, if there are only 19
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others attending, then Tom will not attend in both founded semantics and constraint semantics.
This is because inferring that Tom will attend requires Tom himself to attend to make the count to
be 20, so it should be made false, meaning that Tom will not attend.

Overview of Language and Formal Semantics. Formal definitions of the language and seman-
tics, and proofs of consistency and correctness of the semantics, appear in the full paper [6]. We give a
brief overview here.

Our language supports Datalog rules extended with unrestricted negation, universal and existential
quantification, aggregations, and comparisons. An aggregation has the form agg S, where agg is an
aggregation operator (count, min, max, or sum), and S is a set expression of the form {X1, ...,Xa : B}, where
B is a conjunction of assertions or negated assertions. A comparison is an equality (=) or inequality ( 6=,
≤, <, ≥, or >), with an aggregation on the left and a variable or constant on the right. Additional
aggregation and comparison functions, including summing only the first component of a set of tuples
and using orders on characters and strings, can be supported in the same principled way as we support
those above. A program is a set of rules, facts, and declarations.

The key idea for extending the semantics is to identify conditions under which a comparison is
definitely true or false in a 3-valued interpretation for the predicates, and to leave the comparison’s truth
value as undefined if those conditions don’t hold. For example, consider the comparison count {X :
p(X)} ≤ k and its complement (i.e., its negation) count {X : p(X)} > k. The former is true in an
interpretation I if the number of ground instances of p(X) that are true or undefined in I is at most
k. The latter is true in I if the number of ground instances of p(X) that are true in I is greater than
k. Considering the complement eliminates the need to explicitly define when a comparison is false or
undefined. Instead, we derive those conditions as follows: a comparison is false in I if its complement is
true in I, and a comparison is undefined in I if neither it nor its complement is true in I.
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